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Abstract. Interactive fiction, the narration paradigm that allows players
or readers to directly affect the branching of a story, has been the focus
both of a popular genre of books (so-called GameBooks or Choose Your
Own Adventure books) and of narrative experiences delivered through
interactive computer programs, which includes but is not limited to
many popular videogames. This paper explores book-based interactive
narrative structures and tools, presenting a novel way to explore existing
works of narrative fiction through the conversational audio interface of
a smart assistant. The proposed solution is implemented in the form of
an Amazon Alexa skill that allows users to listen to works of interactive
fiction in a similar fashion to an audiobook, while also allowing them
to ‘choose their own adventure’ expressing choices and commands using
their voice. Common GameBook interaction paradigms other than basic
junctures within the story are also described and presented through
the smart assistant program. Results from a small-scale experiment are
presented and the potential of this conversational interface for interactive
spoken-word literature is discussed.

Keywords: Interactive narrative · Conversational interfaces · Smart
assistant · Amazon Alexa.

1 Interactive narrative

Works of narrative are focused on conveying a story to an audience. Traditionally
these works are expressed by a narrator, who delivers the story either using his
or her voice or using the written language, in the form of written stories such as
novels.

Story arcs and common features and tropes in narrative have been widely
explored in literature. As screenwriter McKee puts it, a story consists mainly
of events that turn (i.e., change) values. A value can be a property of any part
of the story, either of a character or a relationship between characters, such as
trust, love, hope, and so on. The smallest unit of value change within a story is
the “beat”. A series of beats make up entire “scenes” of value changes, which
drive the story from its beginning to the end [9].
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Fig. 1. Sample of extradiegetic elements (inventory, magic arts, combat skills) as seen
in the Italian edition of “The Chasm of Doom” in the popular Lone Wolf series.

While traditional narrative develops through a story arc and thus has one
beginning and one ending, interactive narrative presents means of engagement of
the audience, which allow the reader (or listener) to exert some kind of agency
and control over the narrative itself. Some examples of interactive narrative have
multiple ending, allowing the audience to determine the arc of the story and thus
the outcome of the narrative experience.

One form of these interactive experiences is the so-called GameBook (pop-
ularized with the “Choose Your Own Adventure” series in English and the
“LibroGame” series in Italian, during the ’80s and ’90s) [7]. These books present
a story, often in the fantasy genre, subdivided into chapters or paragraphs. Each
one of these text units is numbered, starting from 1 (where the reader starts the
book). At the end of each text unit, the reader is offered a choice of different
destination chapters. GameBooks may depend entirely on the reader’s explicit
choices or they may implement some game mechanics such as randomness (dice
throws, ability checks, etc.), combat simulations (based on dice, data tables to
cross check, etc.), or extradiegetic elements (inventory tracking, clue gathering,
life point tracking, etc.) as shown in Figure 1.

Whichever the game mechanics used, the story within a GameBook branches
off, chapter per chapter, following a directed graph structure where each node
represents a chapter and each arc a choice available to the reader. Each story
branch can be seen as an interaction point, at which the reader/player may take
action and thus influence the narrative, as seen in the “Progression Maps” model
developed by Carstensdottir et al. [2], just like “beats” within a story.
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Of course interactive narrative has been considered as an effective product for
interactive multimedia entertainment systems, such as videogaming platforms.
The simulated environment in electronic entertainment is well-suited to provide a
realistic and continuous interaction, resulting in a more immersive and compelling
experience for players, if compared to simple branching stories of GameBooks [13].
While the basics of branching narrative are preserved, in principle, the freedoms
bestowed by the videogame medium and the addition of simulative elements
(such as agents and characters with an own agency and effect on the story)
introduce complexities that make many interactive electronic entertainment
products difficult to understand and model using a graph-based structure [14].

Large contributions to literature in this area have focused on the difficulties
of combining the presence of a strong story in the interactive medium, which con-
strains the narrative, and the inherent strong autonomy provided by videogames
in general [6,8], such as in the work by Young and Riedl bringing together free
interactions in a 3D world and a tight narration within a given story arc [15].
Based on the recent resurgence of interactive storytelling, on electronic devices
and especially in video media (as seen in “Black Mirror: Bandersnatch” released
on Netflix), novel interaction modes have also been explored [10].

In this paper, we will focus exclusively on traditional works of interactive
narrative, such as GameBooks, and their adaptation to modern conversational
interfaces. In particular, we will present a software tool allowing users to play
existing textual Choose Your Own Adventure books through the voice-based
interface of the Amazon Alexa smart assistant. To the extent of our knowledge,
this is the first preliminary study on this particular subject in literature. Most
previous studies applying conversational voice interfaces to game-like activities
focus on trivia or other question-based interactions [4,1]. Few commercial examples
of Amazon Alexa interactive storytelling games are more similar to audiobooks,
in that they are narrated and have limited interactivity [5].

1.1 Writing interactive narrative

While classical textual GameBooks are mainly published and read like traditional
printed books, the writing process often relies on computer aids. These tools let
authors more easily keep track of the narrative, the branches in the story, and
ensuring that the reader’s experience is coherent [7].

One of the more popular of these instruments is LibroGameCreator, a
desktop software suite widely used both by amateur and professional GameBook
authors. The software is supported by its author and an active online community
of aficionados1.

The software tool allows authors to write their works as a series of numbered
chapters, expressing links between story units directly within the text (using
numbers between square brackets, for instance writing “[123]” to indicate that
the reader may continue at chapter number 123). Other navigation tools (combat,

1 The community centers around the LibroGameLand web site (http://www.librogame.
net), which also collects more than 120 works by amateur authors.

http://www.librogame.net
http://www.librogame.net
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Fig. 2. Sample section of the graph structure in “The Vampire of Havena”.

dice throwing, etc.) are generally not handled directly by the software, but all
these options can be simply expressed in text [12].

In addition to the basic text-writing functions, LibroGameCreator also allows
authors to examine GameBooks as a directed graph. Each node represents a
chapter of the story, while an arch between chapters represents a link found in
text that the reader may follow. The visual representation of a GameBook can be
a very powerful instrument when analyzing the overarching narrative structure
and how the book can be navigated during play. In Figure 2, a partial section
of the graph of a GameBook is shown (“The Vampire of Havena”, published by
Ulisses Spiele in 2015).

LibroGameCreator stores all data for a book within a single file, which ensures
easy editing and sharing of books.

2 Implementing GameBooks for Smart Assistants

In this paper we present the design and implementation of a prototype software
platform that allows users to experience a work of interactive narrative through
the voice interface of a smart assistant.

The requirements of the system have been chosen based on an analysis of
existing GameBook creation tools seen in Section 1.1 and the adaptation of
common GameBook file formats to a general purpose voice-based reader. The
following main requirements have been identified:

Compatibility with existing GameBooks The system should be able to im-
port existing GameBook sources with no or minimal pre-processing. It should
also be compatible with most interaction possibilities offered by common
GameBooks.

Voice-only interface The GameBook should be read back to the user of the
system, in a similar fashion to listening to an audiobook. When interaction
is required, the user must be able to express commands using voice only.

Multiple books and multiple users The system must support more than
one book and more than one concurrent user.
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Context and memory The system must retain all required context for each
user session, allowing users to resume reading, restart from the beginning,
and keeping track of extradiegetic elements (such as life points, etc.).

2.1 Book source pre-processing

The prototype will make use of standard source files generated by LibroGame-
Creator, presented in Section 1.1, as they are stored within one single file for easy
handling. LibroGameCreator stores books as a single standalone file, encoding it
internally as a SQLite 3 database. The database stores all data using a standard
entity-attribute-value model, as shown in Figure 3, where all properties of entity
number 1 are stored as 5 different database entries.

Fig. 3. Sample entries from the LibroGameCreator database of the “The Chasm of
Doom” GameBook from the Lone Wolf series.

Most information for each chapter is included directly in its text, such as
the list of destination chapters reachable by the user and other book-dependent
actions or options. These latter GameBook features and game mechanics (which,
depending on the specific book, may include combat, riddles, collecting items,
losing or adding points, managing clues, and other operations) are not encoded
in any standard way and are usually embedded in the chapter’s text as simple
natural language phrases.

The pre-processing step is designed to handle differences and idiosyncrasies
of different GameBooks. This requires an adaptation process that can change
for each book series and, in some cases, even for each book when meaningful
differences in text or mechanics exist. In most cases this process can be performed
by running the chapter text through filters based on regular expressions that
can—for instance—detect a combat event and extract the name and properties
of the player’s adversaries. In some rare instances, the source text of the book
itself can be incoherent in presenting these special options. In this case the source
text must be manually fixed and adapted in order to be correctly transformed.
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At the end of the pre-processing, an intermediate XML-based representation
of the book is generated. The output file is structured into a list of chapters, each
containing the text, optional flags if set, and a list of IDs of all chapters that can
be reached by the reader. If the chapter includes special game elements, such as
combat, this is also encoded in the XML file with all the required data, such as
adversaries and their properties. This standardized XML rendition of the book
can then easily be handled by the GameBook reader without further processing.

In the context of the presented prototype, all pre-processing was performed
using a custom NodeJS script that used regular expressions to detect combat
events or dice rolls. The prototype has been tested on a set of published Game-
Books provided by the authors. Books based on simple branching mechanics
required no further adaptation, while other ones including combat or dice rolls
required some tweaking in order to recognize all instances in the source text.

2.2 Alexa skill commands

Alexa is a virtual assistant by Amazon that is capable of voice interaction, either
through a physical speaker device or through mobile applications on a smartphone,
to provide access to services, information, and multimedia for entertainment.
The smart assistant also allows developers to provide custom skills, that can be
programmed and made available to Alexa users in order to provide them with
additional functionalities.

Alexa skills are implemented through the Alexa Skills API, that allows
developers to receive requests and commands through a custom web-based back-
end and handle them accordingly. Voice requests are processed by the Automatic
Speech Recognition (ASR) and Natural Language Understanding (NLU) systems
provided by Amazon Alexa, turning user utterances into easily processable text
for the skill developer.

Recognized commands can be defined using a custom syntax, which allows
developers to define custom intents, as a set of synonymous utterances that express
the same specific meaning. The prototype presented in this paper implemented
the following intents2:

1. Open GameBook
Starts the skill and welcomes the user. Resumes the book if the skill has been
started previously.

2. Read chapter N / Go to chapter N
Goes to the chapter (if there is an outgoing connection from the current
chapter to the destination or if going to chapter 1 when starting a book) and
reads it.

3. Read again / Read the chapter again
Reads the chapter again.

4. Restart the book / Read from the beginning
Forgets the current chapter and starts the book from the beginning.

2 Some training phrases are reported for each intent, but more are provided to the
actual skill model. See the source model in the prototype’s repository.
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5. Throw a die / Generate a random number between X and X
Generates a random integer value between two numbers (inclusive). This
feature can be used after reading a chapter requiring a die roll to determine
the chapter to read.

6. Combat / Simulate fight
Simulates a full fight against one or more adversaries, if present in the
current chapter. Determines whether the player survives the encounter and
computes the consequences (e.g., suffered damage). This command is the only
one connected to extradiegetic elements that are tracked by the prototype,
namely life points and combat strength.

7. Help / What can I do? / What should I say?
Presents a list of commands and describes how the skill works.

2.3 Back-end processor and memory

Each continuous user interaction with the skill is assigned a unique session ID,
which allows the skill back-end to keep track of the conversation for each user. A
database allows the skill’s back-end to keep track of which book and specifically
which chapter is currently being read by the user.

Other additional properties of the user’s read-through can also be stored by
the database, such as life points and inventory. A history of visited chapters is
also stored for each user.

3 Experiment, results, and conclusions

The source code of the implemented skill and its back-end have been released
under the MIT license3.

The GameBook reader prototype has been published as a beta Amazon Alexa
skill, in order to be tested and validated in a small-scale trial with a set of experts.
Testers were invited to the trial through direct contacts among the community
of Italian-speaking GameBook enthusiasts, collectors, and authors.

Participants were given access to the Alexa skill and were then asked to
provide their feedback through an anonymous Google Forms questionnaire. The
questionnaire was split into 3 sections. The first section focused on anonymous
information about the user, such as age group and skill level in reading or writing
GameBooks. The second section provided a series of questions about the user
experience and user preferences, expressed on a Likert scale (from 1 to 5). The
last section asked users for perceived advantages in reading GameBooks through a
voice-based interface, general feedback, and suggestions for further improvement.

3.1 Feedback evaluation and lessons learned

Feedback was collected from a total of 8 participants, after filtering out incomplete
or duplicate responses. The respondents were clearly split between 2 professional

3 Source code on GitHub: https://github.com/m-dilorenzi/librogamereader.git

https://github.com/m-dilorenzi/librogamereader.git
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GameBook authors and readers with no publishing experience, as is shown in
Fig. 4. As was to be expected from the social channels where the questionnaire
was distributed, all respondents had some experience reading GameBooks. The
full anonymized responses to the feedback questionnaire are available online4.
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Fig. 4. User expertise as GameBook readers (blue) and writers (red), where 1: no
experience and 5: very experienced.

Evaluation of the prototype was not entirely satisfactory in general, with many
users reporting an insufficient experience under some aspects. Figure 5 shows the
distribution of user feedback, divided into (1) general experience, (2) quality of
command interpretation by Alexa, (3) quality and realism of the smart assistant’s
voice output, (4) expressivity of narration, (5) clarity of narration, (6) clarity
of how the current game state is expressed, (i.e., what is happening, which
commands are available?), (7) ease of navigation between chapters and actions.

No user read more than 10 chapters of the book (with a total of almost
300 chapters), while many stopped after 2 or 3 remarking that chapter navigation
using the voice-only interface was non-intuitive and difficult to understand.

While, as could be expected, the quality of voice synthesis in terms of expres-
sivity was evaluated negatively, the interface’s capability of clearly expressing the
contents of the narration and the player’s current state have also been reported
as less than satisfactory.

In general, the results appear to indicate that the high information density
of the source material in GameBooks is a difficult match with the inflexibility
of Alexa commands and the short default interaction model assumed by smart
assistants.

4 Public Google Sheet (in Italian): https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/

1bTfLj-Vg1F2L0NslJnkVvZ7ZX1Gxo2OOoprZ8fzoyLs/edit?usp=sharing

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bTfLj-Vg1F2L0NslJnkVvZ7ZX1Gxo2OOoprZ8fzoyLs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bTfLj-Vg1F2L0NslJnkVvZ7ZX1Gxo2OOoprZ8fzoyLs/edit?usp=sharing
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Fig. 5. Evaluation of the reading experience on a 5-value scale, in general and on
6 specific points.

More specific issues and suggestions are grouped by category and discussed
in more detail below.

Voice output Many users reported low (1–2) satisfaction with the default voice
synthesis provided by Alexa and the majority of users reported lacking reading
expressivity. The raw text, interpreted by the text-to-speech processor in
Alexa provides serviceable voice output, which however shows frequent sound
artifacts and enunciation imprecisions. Also, the voice output is ill suited
to interpret punctuation as intended by the author. This is particularly
noticeable in passages that would require dramatic pauses for effect or in
dialogues, where quoted phrases are often mixed with the rest of the text.

It is to be considered that providing a professional reading of the GameBook’s
text would solve this issue and provide a much more satisfying experience to
end-users, much alike to published audiobooks. At least 2 users mentioned
this as an imperative feature in a commercial product. Likewise, the text
could be provided using the Speech Synthesis Markup Language (SSML),
which supports tags for controlling reading emphasis, volume, pitch, and rate
of speech, allowing GameBook writers to specify how the book should be
read. Both of these approaches of course require significant effort from the
GameBook author, in contrast with the initial design requirement.

Command understanding In general voice processing has not been reported
as problematic by the users, but specific commands have been signaled as
difficult or almost impossible to use by some. In particular, for some users,
depending on their Alexa configuration and their selected voice language,
commands were interpreted differently than intended. For instance, using
the Italian skill launch intent (i.e., “apri Libro Game Reader”), Alexa would
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frequently interpret the first two words (“apri libro” = “open book”) and try
to open books to read from the integrated Kindle library.
Particular care must be given to providing a sufficient set of synonyms and
variations of all commands provided by the skill. Also, for each language
supported by the skill, care must be given to checking that commands do
not conflict with other existing skills or Alexa features.

Skill termination Several users also reported that the current status of the
skill was often unclear (majority of responses in the low range). There is
no clear sign when the skill is terminated (for instance when a sequence of
commands cannot be interpreted correctly or an utterance is interpreted as a
system-level command) and the user is forced to restart the skill.

Navigation between chapters An aspect that also received very low satisfac-
tion votes is the quality of navigation between chapters. Possible destination
chapters are simply enumerated, by their chapter number, in text, therefore
they can be easily overheard. Also, the listener is required to remember which
chapter number corresponds to each possible choice, an issue that becomes
difficult in chapters with a long selection of options.
This issue could be resolved by adding a command to enumerate the list of
possible destination chapters. While reworked versions of GameBook sources
could provide more explicit commands (for instance, “open the door to the
north” instead of “go to chapter 123”), the relatively inflexible structure of
Alexa skill intents (which require a fixed set of training phrases) makes it an
unlikely endeavor for a general purpose reader skill.

Game mechanics and extradiegetic elements All users remarked a high
appreciation for the capability of the conversational interface of automating
some of the more mechanic aspects of reading a GameBook. In particular
handling the generation of random values (usually left to dice throwing or
random page opening in traditional GameBooks) and automatically resolving
combats.
This aspects indeed connects the aspects of traditional interactive narrative
with the ease-of-use and automatisms provided by interactive electronic en-
tertainment, providing a videogame-like experience within a more traditional
medium.
The prototype only supported combat simulation with life point tracking, since
the existing LibroGameCreator format does not include information about
other extradiegetic elements (such as objects, inventory, powers, etc.). Adding
more of these elements to the GameBook reader would require reworking
how books are encoded and represented, including a fuller representation of
the book’s mechanics within the exported file.

3.2 Future work

As discussed previously, while most GameBooks have the same basic branching
structure and the LibroGameCreator file format is easy to parse, some amount of
work is required to ensure that the book is interpreted correctly and that special
game mechanics are extracted as intended from the book’s text. Other interactive
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narrative representation formats that are actively used are ChoiceScript5 and
Squiffy6. While none of these fully cover the full wealth of options seen in modern
GameBooks, we would welcome the development of an encompassing intermediate
language for the representation of narrative interactive, possibly with the support
of an integrated scripting language allowing authors to directly express how
actions and choices are resolved.

Most users have tested the prototype on audio-only devices (such as the
Alexa Echo Dot), but several Alexa-integrated devices allow developers to display
images or text in addition to speech (for instance, the Alexa Echo Show and the
Alexa smartphone app). While this feature was not used in the prototype, it
would be possible to provide both spoken-word output and the full text of the
chapters that are being read. If the GameBook includes pictures or illustrations,
these could also be shown through the devices’s screen.

More in general, the spoken-word version of a GameBook certainly lends
itself to be used in situations where the users doesn’t want or is not able to read
written text (cooking, driving, doing sports, or relaxing). However, a text-only
prototype delivered through a messaging bot, possibly enhancing the conversation
with picture and buttons to handle the user’s navigation through chapters,
could provide a more efficient experience, closer to the original one of reading a
GameBook. An in-depth field-trial will be performed in future, evaluating the
perceived performance of the spoken-word GameBook and comparing it to a
chatbot text-only version and to an interactive mobile app.

Moreover, while the presented prototype was focused on faithfully reproducing
the reading experience of a traditional print GameBook, the flexible nature of the
back-end could be further exploited integrating dynamic elements and additional
interactive narrative structures, which are impossible to present in a standard
book. For instance, at the most basic level, the traditional fixed story arc and
the well-defined narrative of conventional GameBooks could be maintained,
while the text delivered to the reader could be made dynamic using generative
text frameworks such as Tracery. This would allow more varied output and
make the book more unpredictable [3]. On a more extensive level, additional
development in interactive storytelling via electronic media could be incorporated
from suggestions in literature. For instance, the generation of narrative variations
or adaptive stories that maintain a given ‘closeness’ to the original source, as
seen in the work by Ong and Leggett using genetic algorithms [11], or dynamic
narrative generation using an overarching story director, as seen in the work by
Riedl and Stern [13].
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